If we can isolate the former component, many different technical results in the current literature might be separable into different computational content plus a repetition of essentially the same mathematical overhead. We do not offer any general solution to this question here, but we do advocate some general awareness of the phenomenon.
Arrow Logic in a Nutshell
The intuition behind Arrow Logic is as follows. Binary relations may be thought of as denoting sets of arrows. Some key examples are 'arcs' in graphs, or 'transitions' for dynamic procedures in Computer Science, but one can also think of 'preferences' in the case of ranking relations (as found in current theories of reasoning in Artificial
Intelligence, or social choice and economics). These arrows may have internal structure, whence they need not be identified with ordered pairs <source, target>:
several arrows may share the same input-output pair, but also certain pairs may not be instantiated by an arrow. This motivates the following definitions (what follows here is a brief sketch: we refer to the references in the text for further technical details):
Arrow Frames are tuples (A, C 3 , R 2 , I 1 ) with A a set of objects ('arrows') carrying three predicates:
C 3 x,yz x is a 'composition' of y and z R 2 x,y y is a 'reversal' of x I 1 x x is an 'identity' arrow
Arrow Models M add a propositional valuation V here, and one can then interpret an appropriate modal propositional language expressing properties of (sets of) arrows using two modalities reflecting the basic 'ordering operations' of relational algebra:
M, x |= p iff x V(p) The minimal modal logic of this system is an obvious counterpart of its mono-modal predecessor, whose key principles are axioms of Modal Distribution:
A completeness theorem is provable here along standard lines, using Henkin models.
(This minimal logic includes all the usual laws of Boolean Algebra.)
Next, one can add further axiomatic principles (taking cues from relational algebra) and analyze what constraint these impose on arrow frames via the usual semantic correspondences. In particular, we have that
Together, these make the binary relation R into a unary function r of 'reversal'.
Then the 'double conversion' axiom makes the function r idempotent:
Let us assume this much henceforth in our arrow frames. Next, the following principles of Relational Algebra regulate the interaction of reversal and composition:
Finally, the propositional constant Id will be involved in correspondences like
Further information about the landscape of systems for Arrow Logic may be found in van Benthem 1991 , Marx, Németi & Sain 1992 , Vakarelov 1992 and Venema 1992 (cf. also Appendix 1 These principles may be added to the earlier minimal arrow logic, to obtain a simple base system, but our preferred choice will consist of this minimal basis plus the earlier principles (1)- (5), to obtain a suitable axiomatic Dynamic Arrow Logic DAL.
Here is an illustration of how this system works. 
Example

Derivation of Monotonicity for Iteration If
Completeness may be established for DAL , as well as several of its variants.
Theorem
DAL is complete for its intended interpretation.
Proof
Take some finite universe of relevant formulas which is closed under subformulas and which satisfies the following closure condition:
Now consider the usual model of all maximally consistent sets in this restricted universe, setting (for all 'relevant' formulas): Proof From right to left. This is a straightforward induction on the length of the decomposition, using axioms (9), (10) 
0A
Semantic evaluation in the canonical model will now proceed in harmony with the above syntactic decomposition: any relevant formula is true 'at' a maximally consistent set iff it belongs to that set. This completes our analysis of the basic case.
In order to deal with the additional axioms (1)-(5), their frame properties must be enforced in our finite canonical model. This may be done as follows: i one closes the universe of relevant formulas under Boolean operations and converses: the resulting infinite set of formulas will remain logically finite, given the Boolean laws and the interchange principles for converse, ii the definition of the relation C is to be modified by adding suitable clauses, so as to 'build in' the required additional frame properties.
First, the required behaviour of reversal is easy to obtain. One may define r(x) to be the maximally consistent set consisting of (all representatives of) { 
This has been designed so as to validate the given frame condition. But now, we need to check that the earlier decomposition facts concerning maximally consistent sets are still available, to retain the harmony between membership and truth at such sets.
Here are the two key cases: (2), (5): 
Proof
The preceding argument establishes not just axiomatic completeness but also the Finite Model Property.
I
The above strategy for accommodating the relevant additional frame properties in the finite counter-model is that of Roorda 1991 . More generally, we conjecture that every modal logic which is complete with respect to some finite set of Horn clause frame conditions has the Finite Model Property. But, will decidability will go through if the further existential property of Associativity is included in our basic arrow logic?
This is more difficult, since the required additional worlds, whose existence is easily 
One may achieve exactly the power of the standard system with these new primitives under the following
Translation from old to new format
Analyzing the usual axioms of Propositional Dynamic Logic in this fashion is a straightforward exercise. We list the key principles that turn out to be needed (these allow us to represent statements <t >
Their corresponding frame conditions can be computed by hand, or again with a Sahlqvist algorithm, as they are all of the appropriate modal form. These principles suffice for deriving various other useful ones, such as the reductions
Finally, there is also a converse route, via two more schemata:
Translation from old to new format
Lu :
The same style of analysis may be applied to richer systems of dynamic logic, having additional structure in their state domains (cf. van Benthem 1991 .
One example is the 'dynamic modal logic' in De Rijke's contribution to this Volume, which features modes over information states with an inclusion order Ó . This may be treated by introducing another propositional constant at the arrow level, say, E for 'inclusion' (perhaps with suitable axioms expressing its transitivity and reflexivity).
Then, the logic of updating and revision will employ special defined arrows, such as
This may provide a workable alternative where the undecidability of the full system is circumvented. Roughly speaking, the arrow version should stay on the right side of the '2D-boundary' which allows embedding of two-dimensional grids in the models, and hence encoding of full Turing machine computation.
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Appendix 1 From Amsterdam to Budapest
Arrow Logic in its 'Amsterdam manifestation' says that dynamic transitions need not be identified with the ordered pairs over some underlying state set. This idea has really two different aspects. Distinct arrows may correspond to the same pair of <input, output> , but also, not every such pair need correspond to an available arrow.
This shows very well in the following less standard example:
Let arrows be functions f : A B giving rise to, but not identifiable with, ordered pairs <A, B> of 'source' and 'target'. Then, the relation C expresses the partial function of composition of mappings, while the reversal relation R will hold between a function and its inverse, if available.
This model will validate all of the earlier core principles, at least, in their appropriate versions after functionality for reversal has been dropped. For instance, axiom (5) now expresses the fact that, whenever f = g0h and k = g -1 , then also h = k0f .
Nevertheless, there is also an interesting more 'conservative' variant found in various earlier and recent publications from Budapest, where arrows are still ordered pairs, but one merely gives up the idea that all ordered pairs are available as arrows.
Essentially this takes us to a universally first-order definable class of arrow frames which can be represented via sets of ordered pairs (though not necessarily full Cartesian products). Its complete logic can be determined in our formalism, and it turns out to be decidable as well (Marx Németi & Sain 1992) . This system is another natural, richer stopping point in the arrow landscape, including the earlier systems Thus, Basic Arrow Logic contains the Lambek Calculus, and it even does so faithfully, thanks to the completeness theorem in Mikulás 1992 A related system is the Action Algebra of Pratt 1992 and previous publications, which may be viewed as a standard categorial logic enriched with iteration and disjunction. It would be of interest to determine the precise connection with arrow logic here.
What is easy to determine, at least, is the following 'arrow content' of the equational axiomatization offered by Pratt. Its basic axioms each exemplify one of four kinds of assertion in our framework: 
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Appendix 4 Predicate Arrow Logic
It may also be of interest to ask whether the above style of analysis applies to ordinary predicate logic. In particular, does its undecidability go away too, once we
give up the usual bias toward ordered pairs? First, the formulation is easy:
Take a two-sorted language with 'objects' and 'arrows' and read, say, "Rxy" as a ( Ra & l(a) = x & r(a) = y ) .
Thus we need unary predicates for the old relations, plus two new auxiliary crosssorted maps l , r identifying end-points of arrows. (For general n-any relations, we may need a more-dimensional version of Arrow Logic, as in Vakarelov 1992.) But the resulting system still faithfully embeds ordinary predicate logic, and hence it is at least as complex. 
